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An Efficient Wideband Spectrum Sensing
Algorithm for Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
Communication Networks
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Abstract—With increasingly smaller size, more powerful sens-
ing capabilities and higher level of autonomy, multiple unmanned
aerial vehicles (UAVs) can form UAV networks to collaboratively
complete missions more reliably, efficiently and economically.
While UAV networks are promising for many applications,
there are many outstanding issues to be resolved before large
scale UAV networks are practically used. In this paper we
study the application of cognitive radio technology for UAV
communication networks, to provide high capacity and reliable
communication with opportunistic and timely spectrum access.
Compressive sensing is applied in the cognitive radio to boost
the performance of spectrum sensing. However, the performance
of existing compressive spectrum sensing schemes is constrained
with non-strictly sparse spectrum. In addition, the reconstruction
process applied in existing schemes has unnecessarily high
computational complexity and low energy efficiency. We proposed
a new compressive signal processing algorithm, called Iterative
Compressive Filtering, to improve the UAV network communi-
cation performance. The key idea is using orthogonal projection
as a bandstop filter in compressive domain. The components of
primary users (PUs) in the recognized subchannels are adaptively
eliminated in compressive domain, which can directly update
the measurement for further detection of other active users.
Experiment results showed increased efficiency of the proposed
algorithm over existing compressive spectrum sensing algorithms.
The proposed algorithm achieved higher detection probability
in identifying the occupied subchannels under the condition of
non-strictly sparse spectrum with large computational complexity
reduction, which can provide strong support of reliable and
timely communication for UAV networks.
Index Terms—Unmanned aerial vehicles, compressive spec-
trum sensing, non-strictly sparse spectrum, orthogonal projection
I. INTRODUCTION
In the past few years there was a fast growth on the use
of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), which hold enormous
potentials in the military and civilian domains [1]. The UAVs
are becoming increasingly smaller with powerful sensing
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Fig. 1. UAV-assisted response network in disaster area after the communica-
tions are destroyed.
capabilities and high level of autonomy. UAV networks con-
sisted of multiple UAVs are attracting intense interests from
industry and research communities, which can collaboratively
complete missions more reliably, efficiently and economically
than single large size UAV. UAV networks are promising for
many applications (such as surveillance, emergency response,
Internet delivery, public safety and transportation). Fig. 1
shows a representative use of UAV networks in natural disaster
scenarios, where the core infrastructures of existing networks
might be partially damaged or completely destroyed [2]. The
UAV networks can play many versatile and vital roles in such
scenarios, such as providing communications to the emergency
response team and the victims, sensing and delivering key in-
formation at the scenes which are not accessible or dangerous
to access, and providing critical materials to the scenes, etc.
It is noted that while UAV networks technology is very
promising, many outstanding issues need to be resolved before
large scale UAV networks can be practically used, such as
UAV communications, medium access control (MAC) and
routing protocols, power and trajectory control, UAV coordi-
nation and cooperation. Unlike many other wireless networks,
UAV networks have dynamic topologies with fast changing
number of UAV nodes and links. In addition, UAVs usually
have limited energy and worse link conditions compared to
that of terrestrial cellular communications. The research on
UAV networks is still at very early stage [1], [3]. In this
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paper we focus on the study of applying cognitive radio
(CR) technology for UAV communication networks, which can
provide opportunistic spectrum access to serve more UAVs
and other users with better quality of services (QoS) in
terms of communication data rates and delay. The motivation
comes from the observation of the trends that more UAV
networks will be deployed and the UAV missions will require
significantly larger link capacity. For example, UAV networks
may be deployed to collect data from increasing number of
Internet of Things (IoT) sensors, take high definition images
or videos and send back to ground stations or users, or
assist terrestrial cellular networks for Internet services. These
bandwidth-hungry UAV missions and densely deployed UAV
networks will only exacerbate the communications problem
faced by UAV networks. CR is a strong candidate technology
to address the UAV communications and bandwidth scarcity
problems [4], [5]. With efficient spectrum sensing technology,
CR can help UAVs and the other IoT devices monitor com-
munication environment, conduct reconfiguration and transmit
data opportunistically as secondary users (SUs) by using spec-
tral holes in ultra wideband spectrum. Due to the large number
of nodes waiting for transmission opportunity, more spectral
holes have to be exploited in ultra wideband spectrum, which
requires extremely high sampling rate to capture the entire
wide spectrum in the first place. This is beyond the capacity
of existing sampling modules. Compressive sensing (CS) was
proposed, which altered the way of acquiring high-dimensional
signal and tackled the hardware limitation on analog-to-digital
convertor (ADC) by reducing the sampling rate to sub-Nyquist
rate [6], [7]. A group of dedicated wideband receivers was
proposed to make CS more implementable, such as random
modulation [8], multi-coset sampling [9], modulated wideband
modulator (MWC) [10], etc.. These hardware implementations
provide secondary users, including the UAVs, with the ca-
pability to monitor ultra wideband. By integrating CS with
CR, more spectrum resources can be exploited in high ranging
frequencies to accommodate the spectrum access requests.
However, the performance of existing CS-based spectrum
sensing schemes is constrained with non-strictly sparse spec-
trum [11]. In addition, the reconstruction process applied in
the existing schemes has unnecessarily high computational
complexity, which reduces energy efficiency. In this paper,
we propose a new compressive signal processing (CSP) algo-
rithm, called Iterative Compressive Filtering (ICF), to improve
the performance of CRs and therefore UAV communication
networks. The key idea of the proposed algorithm is using
orthogonal projection to improve the CS process. It is applied
as a bandstop filter in compressive domain. After the occupied
subchannels are detected in a greedy way, the components of
PUs in those subchannels are adaptively eliminated in com-
pressive domain, which can directly update the measurement
for further detection of remaining active users. The proposed
algorithm can provide strong support of reliable and timely
communication for UAV networks. The contributions of this
paper can be summarized as follows:
(1) We investigate the application of CR technology for UAV
communication networks, which are featured highly dy-
namic topology and have increasing bandwidth demands.
The compressive spectrum sensing problem is formulated.
A novel CSP-based algorithm is proposed for cognitive
radio spectrum sensing in ultra wideband spectrum, which
can efficiently detect PUs and spectrum holes for UAV
communications with ICF. The proposed algorithm can
continuously identify the subchannels occupied by PUs
without any recovery of signal or the spectrum.
(2) Different from the conventional compressive spectrum
sensing scheme, the proposed method has a simplified
workflow. As we only need to analyze inference over
the compressive measurements, the ICF can significantly
lower the constraint on the restricted isometry constant
(RIC). So given a fixed number of compressive mea-
surements, the proposed method could identify a larger
number of subchannels occupied by PUs with very large
probability than the existing compressive spectrum sensing
schemes.
(3) We analyze the computational complexity of the proposed
algorithm and its performance guarantee. Extensive ex-
periments are conducted with simulations to evaluate the
performance of the proposed algorithm for UAV com-
munication networks. Experiment results show increased
spectrum sensing efficiency of the ICF algorithm over
existing compressive spectrum sensing algorithms and
reduced computational complexity for UAV networks.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents an introduction of related research works. In Section
III, the system model and problem formulation are presented.
In Section IV, we identify the limitations of conventional
compressive spectrum sensing scheme and present proposed
ICF method, analyze its computational complexity and its
performance guarantee. In section V, empirical study and
simulation results are presented. In Section VI, we conclude
the paper with a brief discussion of the proposed method.
II. RELATED WORKS
Research and applications of UAVs date back to the 1990s.
With the advent of smaller and smarter UAVs, there are
increasing research efforts on UAV networks and commu-
nications. In the UAV networks, UAVs can serve as a data
mule and relay link to transmit the collected information from
various IoT devices to cloud, or assist 5G cellular base stations
to provide better communication services. Interesting research
works are reported on UAV network architectures [12], MAC
and routing [13], [14], coordination and cooperation [15].
Extensive surveys of UAV networks are presented in [1], [3].
In most of these applications, UAVs need to complete the
transmission missions under a competitive condition, where
the spectrum resource is limited and UAVs need to find
spectral holes to transmit data as a SU. CR can mitigate the
communication bandwidth problem faced by UAV networks.
Due to explosive increase of IoT devices requiring access
to Internet with increasing bandwidth requirements and the
development of new generation communication technologies,
such as millimeter wave technology and microcellular net-
works [16]–[18], more issues on applying CR to exploit access
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opportunities in wider ranging frequency for UAV networks
need to addressed. The research on CS tackled the problem
of acquiring wideband transmission with high efficiency. Its
integration with CR provides a promising solution for UAVs
to monitor spectrum holes in the wide spectrum and acquire
timely information of the spectral condition to maintain a
stable and reliable connection.
Conventional compressive spectrum sensing schemes have
three sequential processes as studied in [19], namely, signal ac-
quisition, signal reconstruction, and spectrum sensing. Before
applying normal spectrum sensing technology to detect the
occupied subchannels, the original transmission signal or its
spectrum need to be recovered from the compressed measure-
ments by using nonlinear reconstruction algorithms, such as
l1-convex optimization [20] and greedy algorithms (i.e. OMP,
CoSaMP, etc.) [21], [22]. The reconstruction process causes
extra computational complexity (further analysis is explained
in section IV). As currently available commercial UAVs have
low energy and smaller volume (e.g., endure approximate
20mins of airborne operation), spectrum sensing used in CRs
must be conducted in an efficient way to save energy for the
information transmission mission.
A series of works has been proposed to improve the
performance of spectrum sensing with modified reconstruction
process. Some researchers proposed to detect the signals
without complete reconstruction. In [23], Li proposed to
reconstruct only a part of channel energies. But this method
could only deal with the case of single channel changing
its occupancy status. In [24], the detection was conducted
based on the partially reconstructed signal. The improvement
of these methods is limited and more efficient methods are
needed to explore the spectrum occupancy. Several alterna-
tive CS-based methods were proposed, aiming to reduce the
complexity without operating the reconstruction process [25],
[26]. However, these representative methods are yet hard to
be implemented in practice due to their strict requirement
on synchronization among multi-channels [27]. In addition
to that, in [28], [29], Cao and Basaran proposed to detect
the signals based on Bayesian method respectively under the
constraints of the prior probability knowledge of the original
signal, which is hard to obtain in practical dynamic UAV
communication environments.
Considering the practicality and efficiency aspects, a more
straight scheme to accomplish the spectrum sensing task needs
to be exploited. Recently, the concept of CSP is attracting more
attention [30]. Mark and his team took some initial steps in
the area of CSP by looking into the estimation and pattern
classification problems. In the object or target recognition
applications (such as CRs [31]), the original signal is not
the interest. Similar demands also appeal to a variety of ap-
plications like DoA estimation, channel estimation, signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) estimation, etc. [32]–[34]. Spectrum sensing
mission is more like an inference problem. A full-scale signal
recovery might not be necessary, since we are only interested
in the spectrum occupancy and access opportunities.
In addition to the issues above, due to the popularity of
smart devices (i.e. phones, drones, smart routers, etc.) and
the development of CR technology, more unlicensed SUs are
capable of accessing to the idle spectral bands, which might
result in a non-strictly sparse spectrum condition. When the
spectrum occupancy is getting higher, the prerequisite sparsity
characteristic of the spectrum will be hard to meet, which
challenges the applicable condition of CS technology. Similar
concern was raised in [11], but it gave no further observation
on the solutions. To the best of our knowledge, this issue
has rarely been considered in normal compressive spectrum
sensing schemes.
Therefore, inspired by the interference cancelation scheme
in [30], if we could apply CSP philosophy into compressive
spectrum sensing, and extract spectrum occupancy information
directly from the compressive measurements by exploring
the structure of compressive matrix and the relation between
original signal and the measurements, the listed difficulties
above can be overcome in an efficient manner. By doing so, the
algorithm can continuously identify the occupied subchannels
with a simplified workflow and without any recovery of
signal or the spectrum. This could reduce the computational
complexity to a stable and lower level. It will significantly
enhance the post-processing efficiency of spectrum sensing for
the whole UAV communication networks.
III. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this paper, we consider a scenario where the UAV
networks need to share the same wide frequency resource with
local primary networks. The target wide spectrum ranges from
− fNYQ/2 to fNYQ/2, which is decomposed into L subchan-
nels. Each subchannel has a bandwidth of B = fNYQ/L. The
subchannel index is denoted by l ∈ L = {1, 2, 3, ..., L}, and
PUs may present at any subchannels.
Assume that at the observing moment, the multi-band
signal x (t) in the air is a real-valued continuous-time sig-
nal in L2 space. The frequency of it is limited to F =[− fNYQ/2,+ fNYQ/2] . The Fourier transform of x (t) is de-
fined as
X( f ) =
∫ ∞
−∞
x (t) e−j2pi f tdt (1)
where X( f ) = 0 for all f < F . The support of X ( f ) is
contained within a union of N disjoint bands of PUs in F .
N is an even number due to the conjugate symmetry of X ( f ).
We assume that the bandwidth of each band does not exceed
B. A typical spectral support of signal x (t) is illustrated in
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Fig. 2. An illustration of wideband transmission under the coverage of UAVs,
with the band number of PUs N = 6 (3 PUs). B is the maximum bandwidth
of each transmission, and L represents the number of subchannels that the
whole observing spectrum is divided into.
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A subchannel is said to be occupied and not available for
opportunistic access, if any PU present in this subchannel.
For simplicity, let K denote the total number of occupied
subchannels. Ω denotes the indices of K occupied subchannels.
Ω¯ = {l : l ∈ L, and l < Ω} denotes the complement set of Ω
in L. Ω¯ represents the locations of idle subchannels (spectrum
holes) that can be opportunistically accessed. It should be
noted that the UAV network has no prior information of
local network. The spectrum bands of PUs can be randomly
distributed among the spectral subchannels. This could result
in a common situation where a PU might present in two
subchannels. Taken the trapezoid-shaped band in Fig. 2 as
an example, it presents at the edge of two subchannels. Both
subchannels should be counted as occupied. Therefore, the
number of occupied subchannels (sparsity level) and the band
number of PU satisfy the following inequality: N ≤ K ≤ 2N .
K is also an even number due to the conjugate symmetry of
X( f ).
To detect the spectral occupancy, UAVs need to acquire
the entire wideband in the first place. A practical CS-based
transceiver has to be deployed on UAVs to avoid prohibitive
energy cost and excessive memory requirement. In this paper,
we adopt MWC [30] as the sampling module on the UAV
transceivers. It is capable of acquiring the continuous-time sig-
nal in an efficient manner. The diagram of MWC is illustrated























Fig. 3. The diagram of compressive cognitive transceiver deployed on UAVs
The transceiver is composed of M sampling channels. In
each channel, the received signal is first multiplied by a
mixing function pm(t), which is Tp-periodic. This multipli-
cation operation mixes all the bands of x (t) into the baseband
with different weights. After the mixed signal is truncated
by a low pass filter, whose cutoff is 1/(2Ts), the vector of
compressive measurements is acquired as ®y [n] by using sub-
Nyquist sampling rate fs .
The mixing function pm (t) serves as the measure matrix in
compressive sensing. It projects the high-dimensional signal
(all the subchannels of wide spectrum) into the lower dimen-
sional compressive measurements ®y [n]. By applying Fourier
transformation on both the input and output, the relation
between unknown X ( f ) and known ®y ( f ) can be expressed
as
®y ( f ) = Φ · ®z ( f ) , f ∈ Fs (3)
where Φ is M×L sensing matrix. The matrix Φ can be acquired
by calculating the Fourier transform matrix of pm (t). The










®z ( f ) represents the vector that is composed of frequency
subchannels as depicted in Fig. 2.
zl ( f ) = X ( f + (l − (L + 1) /2) · B) , l ∈ [1, L] , f ∈ Fs (5)
The expansion of (3) is illustrated in (2), where L0 =
(L − 1) /2. The component on the left side of the equation
is a M × 1 vector. Ym
(
e j2pi f Ts
)
represents the DTFT of the
compressive measurement ®ym [n] in m-th channel.
In the CS-based wideband spectrum sensing system, the
goal is to get the occupancy information from the sub-Nyquist
samples. As the CS theory guarantees an exact recovery from
the measurements, the compressive measurements and the
sensing matrix preserve sufficient information to solve an
inference problem. As the compressive measurement ®y ( f )
is acquired (for simplicity, we use the notation ®y instead of
®y( f ) ), it will be used as the input of the post-processing
block together with the sensing matrix Φ. How to get the
PUs’ supports is the main focus of this paper.
The UAVs have no prior information (numbers and loca-
tions) of the PUs before detection. Let Γ denote the imaginary
indices that are detected by spectrum sensing algorithms.
Γ = {γ1, γ2, . . . , γi, . . . , γK }. γi represents the location of
subchannels that are detected as occupied. Therefore, the
detection problem can be formulated as follows:{
H0 : zγi ( f ) = 0, γi < Ω
H1 : zγi ( f ) = X ( f + (γi − (L + 1)/2)B) , γi ∈ Ω (6)
The spectrum sensing algorithm is said to be successful in
detecting all the subchannels occupied by PUs, if all the imag-
inary indices in Γ are in the oracle subchannel index set Ω,
which is the H1 condition. After all the occupied subchannels
©­­­­«
Y1(e j2pi f Ts )
Y2(e j2pi f Ts )
...
YM (e j2pi f Ts )
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are detected, it will lead to Γ = Ω. Then the complement set
of Γ in L indicates all the accessible spectrum holes. On the
other hand, if any index selected by the algorithm is not in
Ω (the H0 condition), which means an empty subchannel is
wrongly identified as occupied, the algorithm fails to complete
the spectrum sensing mission. In this paper, we proposed an
algorithm to detect the spectrum occupancy Γ precisely in an
efficient manner to meet the implementation requirement of
UAV networks.
The notations of the parameters are summarized in Table I:
TABLE I
MAIN PARAMETERS AND SYMBOLS
Symbol Meaning
fNYQ the Nyquist rate of x(t)
N number of spectrum bands of PUs
B maximum bandwidth of transmission of each PU
L
number of the subchannels which the entire wideband
is divided into
K
the sparsity level of received wideband transmission
signal, N ≤ K ≤ 2N
M number of sampling channels
Ω the oracle indices of the occupied subchannels
Γ
indices of occupied subchannels that are detected by
using proposed algorithm
IV. SPECTRUM SENSING IN COMPRESSIVE DOMAIN
In this section, we propose our new method in detail to fulfill
the spectrum sensing task. In addition, the comprehensive
theoretic analysis is provided to prove its efficiency.
A. The limitation of conventional compressive spectrum sens-
ing
In conventional compressive spectrum sensing scheme, the
reconstruction process plays an important role as shown in Fig.
4. The original signal or spectrum have to be precisely recov-
ered and used as the input of conventional spectrum sensing.
Greedy algorithms are widely used in various applications due
to its practicality and efficiency. The reconstruction process is











⃗x ′  ⃗  
⃗y ′  ⃗  
ΦΓ
Signal Reconstruction Spectrum Sensing
Fig. 4. Normal compressive sensing based wideband spectrum sensing
scheme.
The whole reconstruction process consists of several steps.
After the support set Γ is updated, the corresponding columns
will be picked from the measure matrix Φ. The selected
columns is denoted as ΦΓ =
[
®φγ1, ®φγ2, · · · , ®φγi , · · · ®φγK
]
. An
approximation of the original signal ®x ′ can be calculated based
on ΦΓ. Then the approximation ®x ′ is measured again, which
generates the approximated measurements ®y′. The residual of
the compressive measurements is updated by subtracting ®y′
from the original measurement ®y to continue the iteration. As
we can see, a cyclic conversion between ®x ′ and compressive
measurement ®y′ is conducted in each iteration. A frequent
switching happens between the temporal signals and compres-
sive measurements. In addition, as the iteration goes further,
the dimension of matrix ΦΓ will also be expanded, which
results in more time cost to conduct the least square operation.
Both processes cause extra burden on computational com-
plexity. What’s more, to guarantee a unique reconstruction,
the number of compressive measurements are under strict
requirements [7]. To achieve an acceptable recovery, more
compressive measurements have to be sampled. This intro-
duces a lot of burden on hardware implementation and causes
extra energy cost of UAV network. With all these difficulties,
a more efficient way of acquiring the spectrum occupancy is
under request.
B. Basic Idea
Here, we present the basic idea from which our new
algorithm is derived. To give an intuitive expression, we use
discrete CS model as an example. In Fig. 5, the model of
discrete CS operation is demonstrated. The vector ®u is the
input, which corresponds to ®z( f ). The vector ®v is compressive
measurements corresponding to ®y. The measure matrix A
corresponds to the sensing matrix Φ. The input signal ®u is
assumed to be composed of 3 non-zero values. The index set of
these non-zeros is Γ = {5, 10, 13}. Therefore, the compressive
measurement ®v is a weighted combination of specific columns
of the measure matrix A. Thus, (3) can be rewritten as:
®v = A · ®u =
∑
q∈Γ
uq · ®aq (7)
where uq is the non-zero entry of ®u, and ®aq is the correspond-
ing column from A.
=




Fig. 5. Schematic diagram of basic compressive sensing. ®u is a sparse vector
with only 3 non-zero entries, which are given in different color.
The key process in the greedy algorithm is to update the
residuals in each iteration. If we know one of the PUs’ location
in the spectrum, we need to eliminate its impact from the
measurements. In this way, the iteration can move on and the
presence of other PUs can be detected. Orthogonal projection
is a direct option when it comes to elimination operation
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within matrices. Let’s build an orthogonal projection operator
P1 based on the single location of the first recognized non-
zero entry u13 and the column ®a13, and multiply both sides of
(7) with it, we can get:
P1 · ®v = P1 · Φ®u (8)
Then the component of u13 in the measurement ®v is eliminated.
A new measurement ®v1 is generated. The remaining non-zero
entries can be identified after applying this orthogonal projec-
tion iteratively. A more detailed explanation is presented in





⃗v = A ⋅ ⃗u⃗ ⃗
⃗v 2 = P2 ⋅ ⃗v 1⃗ ⃗
⃗v 1 = P1 ⋅ ⃗v⃗ ⃗
Fig. 6. Illustration of iterative orthogonal projection based on single index
C. Iterative compressive filtering
Following the idea presented in previous subsection, we
propose the new efficient algorithm, which is called as Iterative
Compressive Filtering. The workflow is illustrated in Fig. 7.
To detect the occupied spectrum locations Γ, we adopt a
signal proxy
®r = ΦT · ®y (9)
from which we iteratively choose the atoms which have the
largest absolute inner product with the compressive measure-
ments. The recognized subchannel index in i-th iteration is
noted as γi , and γi ∈ L. It indicates which subchannel is
occupied by the PU. After an occupied subchannel is detected,
the impact of PU’s component in this subchannel needs to be
removed. This process is of vital importance, since it produces
new measurements for further detection of other PUs.
In the proposed ICF method, we simplified the post-
processing procedure. Based on the detected PU’s location,
an orthogonal projection operator is generated, and used as






Pi = I −ΦγiΦ†γi
F!"#$%
⃗y i = Pi ⋅ ⃗y i−1⃗ ⃗
Φi = Pi ⋅Φi−1
PUs’Detection
  ⃗r = ΦTi−1 ⋅ ⃗y i−1⃗ ⃗
Fig. 7. Workflow of ICF
components of recognized PUs. The process is referred to
as compressive filtering. In contrast to the conventional CS
algorithms, the individual support information γi is used to
generate orthogonal projection operators instead of the whole
support set Γ. The scheme is referred to as single support
based filtering. In each iteration, the projection operator Pi
depends only on a single column Φi−1,γi of the updated matrix
Φi−1. The column is chosen by (Φi−1Ψγi ), where Ψγi is the
γi-th column of identity matrix Ψ. Therefore, the projection
operator is calculated as:
Pi = I − Φi−1,γiΦ†i−1,γi (10)
where Φ†
i−1,γi = (ΦTi−1,γiΦi−1,γi )−1ΦTi−1,γi . Then the new mea-
surement is subsequently generated.
®yi = Pi · ®yi−1 (11)
The sensing matrix is updated by
Φi = Pi · Φi−1 (12)
The compressive filtering process can be seen in Fig. 7.
Through this compressive filtering based on a single location,
ICF precisely eliminates the component of a specific PU in
compressive domain for each iteration, while the other PUs’
components still remain in the new measurement ®yi . This
guarantees the previously detected PUs would not affect the
later detection.
All these processes take place in the compressive domain.
The new scheme prevents frequent switching between the
temporal signals and compressive measurements in (partial
and full-scale) reconstruction process. After the ICF process,
all the PUs’ locations can be explored. Until the termination
criterion ‖ ®yi ‖2 ≤  is met at the end, all the interested PUs’
components have been recognized and removed, with only
noise left in the latest compressive measurements. The thresh-
olding  is the l2-norm of the noise signal in the transmission,
which can be acquired with empirical knowledge. The entire
procedure is presented as follows in Algorithm 1:
Algorithm 1 Iterative Compressive Filtering
1: Input: Measurement ®y0 = ®y, and sensing matrix Φ0 = Φ
2: Initialization: signal support Γ = ∅, iteration step i = 1
3: Measure the signal: ®ri = ΦTi−1 · ®yi−1, ®ri is a L-dimensional
vector;
4: Find the index where the maximum correlation is
γi = arg maxl∈L |ri,l |, where ri,l is the l-th entry of vector
®ri
5: Update the detected subchannel indices Γ = Γ ∪ γi
6: Based on γi given in Step 4, build the orthogonal pro-
jection operator Φ†
i−1,γi = (ΦTi−1,γiΦi−1,γi )−1ΦTi−1,γi , where
Φi−1,γi = Φi−1Ψγi , then we get Pi = I − Φi−1,γiΦ†i−1,γi
7: Apply orthogonal projection on the latest measurements
to filter out the dominant signals indexed by γi . ®yi = Pi ·
®yi−1, Φi = Pi · Φi−1
8: Terminate if ‖ ®yi ‖2 ≤  , then continue to output; other-
wise, go back to Step 3, and i = i + 1.
9: Output: index set Γ of occupied subchannels
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As we can see, all the PUs’ coordinates, which are collected
in support set Γ, are selected in the decreasing order of the
correlation values of new measurements and sensing matrix
in each iteration. Signals having strongest correlations with
sensing matrix are always recognized first. The whole process
of ICF serves as an automatic gain control (AGC) module.
After several iterations of nulling out the contribution of
stronger components, the impact of weak PU’s components
stands out more significantly, which makes the detection of
small entries much easier. This result also corresponds to the
conclusion in the following subsection.
After the subchannel index set Γ is detected, the detection
probability Pd can be formulated from (6).
Pd = P (H1 |H1) = P (∀γi ∈ Ω) =
K∏
i=1
P (γi ∈ Ω) (13)
The algorithm correctly identifies the spectrum occupancy
only when all the identified indices match the entries in Ω,
which means Γ = Ω, ∀γi ∈ Ω. These indices determine which
subchannels of the wideband spectrum are occupied. First, the
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∞ (14)
where Φi,Ω and Φi,Ω¯ are matrices composed of the columns
indexed by Ω and Ω¯ in Φi after i-th iteration respectively.
If the algorithm aims to recognize the occupancy correctly,
it needs to pick columns from Φi,Ω instead of Φi,Ω¯ for each
iteration. A sufficient but unnecessary condition for that is
ρ (®yi) < 1, ∀i = [1,K]. That gives P (γi ∈ Ω) ≥ P (ρ (®yi) < 1).




P (γi ∈ Ω) ≥
K∏
i=1
P (ρ (®yi) < 1) (15)
As l∞-norm indicates the maximum absolute value of the
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Following the conclusions above, the miss detection probabil-
ity is:












By applying the chain rule of conditional probability, the false
alarm probability P f a can be formulated as follows:
P f a = P (H1 |H0)
=





L − K −
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D. The restricted isometry property (RIP)
In ICF, the spectrum occupancy is detected under a simpli-
fied framework without reconstruction process. Even so, as
a CS-based system, it is essential to evaluate the system’s
qualification of meeting the RIP, which is a widely recognized
evaluation standard [35].
We say that a sensing matrix Φ satisfies the RIP of order
2K if there exists a constant δ ∈ (0, 1), such that




≤ 1 + δ (22)
holds for all K-sparse signal ®x, where δ is called restricted
isometry constant (RIC), and K is the sparsity level of the
original signal.
The recovery of the original signal from compressive mea-
surements has been thoroughly studied in abundant works [6],
[7]. It is stated that the measure matrix Φ has to meet the
RIP of 2K to successfully and uniquely recover the temporal
signal. If the requirements are barely met, the recovered
signal would be truncated as expected. Then, performing
energy detection or other spectrum sensing technologies on
that recovered signal will limit the precision of occupancy
detection. However, within this paper, we mainly focus on
detecting the PUs’ locations, which can be accomplished with
relaxed requirements on the sensing matrix.
After applying orthogonal projection, new measure matrix
Φi = Pi ·Φi−1 is generated in each iteration. For a single-time
orthogonal projection, a modified RIP has been given in [30].
But in this case where the iteration process is involved, the RIP
can be further refined. Within ICF, all the filtering processes
take place in sequences. To summarize that, the new sensing
matrix after i-times of orthogonal projection is
Φi = (Pi · Pi−1 · ... · P1) · Φ (23)
Thus, we can explicitly get the following proposition.
Proposition 1: Let Pi be the orthogonal projection matrix
in the i-th iterative filtering as defined in (10). Φ is assumed
to fulfill RIP of order K with δ. After K-times iterations of
orthogonal projection applied to Φ, which makes P = PK ·
PK−1 · ... · Pi · ... · P1, we have PΦ satisfies




≤ 1 + δ¯ (24)





and δ¯ ∈ (0, 1)
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Proof: According to the Theorem 5 in Davenport’s work




1 − δ (25)
After i iterations of compressive filtering, i PUs will be
recognized and filtered out, and (K−i) bands still remain in the
compressive measurement. Here, we use |TS | to represent the
number of PUs remaining to be detected, and |TI | to represent
the number of PUs which are already identified and filtered
out. Then we have |TI | = i, and |TS | = K − i. Next we adopt
the mathematical induction to continue the proof.
Step 1: when i = 1, δ¯ = δ1−δ
Step 2: assume when i = n, n ∈ {2, 3, ...,K}, the proposition
holds, then we have |TS | = K − n, |TI | = n and δ¯n = δ1−n ·δ
Step 3: based on Step 2, when i = n + 1, n ∈ {2, 3, ...,K},







1 − δ1−n ·δ
=
δ
1 − (n + 1) · δ (26)
Thus, we can easily get that after the i-th iterative filtering,
the RIC changes to δ¯i = δ1−i ·δ , i ∈ {1, 2, 3, ...,K}. When ICF
terminates, all PUs’ components are filtered from compressive
measurement, |TI | = K, |TS | = K − K = 0. By then the RIC is





And the requirement of Φ is refined in the way that it should
only meet RIP of order K .
From Proposition 1, we can see that, as the RIC bound-
ary changes, the requirement of RIP also varies. Iteratively
filtering out the signal components without recovering them
only requires the RIP of order K , which could substantially
reduce the required number of measurements M (the number
of MWC’s sampling channels of UAV cognitive transceiver).
This stands as long as the iteration range or sparsity level K is
smaller than M , which holds true in most scenarios. This will
promote reduction of power consumption when implementing
hardware prototypes in UAV network. To look at the advantage
from another perspective, the number of sampling channels
M deployed on UAV devices is usually fixed. When a large
number of PUs present in the spectrum, the reconstruction
based spectrum sensing methods might fail to recover the
original signal, which comes from the failure of meeting the
RIP requirements. This leads to a poor performance in the
detection. On the contrary, under the same circumstances,
the proposed method has the potential of identifying crowded
signal components with the considerable probability.
E. Complexity Analysis
By accomplishing the spectrum sensing task in compres-
sive domain, a computational complexity reduction can be
achieved, which could improve the power efficiency and
reduce energy consumption for UAV network. In this part, we
present the computational analysis on several classic compres-
sive spectrum sensing algorithms and our proposed method.
The algorithms lying in the core of CS-based methods are
OMP and CoSaMP.
To ensure a fair comparison, all the parameters which could
affect the calculation are set the same, such as sparsity level
K , the dimension of the measure matrix Φ, and the times
of iterations. According to assumption in section III, the
number of sampling channels is M . The number of monitored
frequency subchannels is L. What’s more, all compressive
measurements are identically acquired with the same wide-
band receiver-MWC, to eliminate the effects between different
sampling modules. To present a clear and explicit result, the
computational complexity of other identical processes that are
adopted in all three methods is not calculated. Since all the
tested algorithms can be classified as greedy algorithms, the
techniques to improve the implementation efficiency can be
applied to all tested method. Therefore, we adopt naive imple-
mentations to give an explicit comparison. The computational
complexity is measured by the number of real float points
operations.
In the proposed ICF method, the main computational com-
plexity comes from the calculation of orthogonal projection
operator Pi and the update of measurement Pi · ®yi−1. In each
iteration, the Pi matrix is calculated based on a single M × 1
column from Φi−1. Let’s assume that in i-th iteration, the γi-th
subchannel was detected as occupied. Then the column picked
from Φi−1 to build Pi is Φi−1,γi . The dimension of Φi−1 is
M × L, and that of Pi is M × M . The operations of updating





















where the dimension of Φi−1,γi and ®yi−1 is M × 1. Assuming
that the computational cost of inverting a complex matrix of
dimension M × M is at least O (M3) , therefore in the i-th
iteration, the computational cost can be calculated as O (M)
by evaluating the operations in the order of the subscripts in
(27) from 1 to 5. Another operation might cost computational
recourse is to update the measure matrix by matrix multipli-
cation: Φi = Pi ·Φi−1, where Pi is M ×M , and Φi−1 is M × L.
The complexity for that is O (ML). Therefore, we can get the
total computational cost for one iteration as follows:
CCICF = O (ML + M) (28)
This will happen for K times of iterations before all the PUs
are detected in the worst case. So we can explicitly calculate




CCICF = K · O (ML + M)
= O (MLK + KM) (29)
For OMP algorithm, the reconstruction and residual update
process contribute too much complexity [21], [36]. The dimen-
sion of the matrix extracted from Φ to build the projection
matrix expands after every iteration. OMP uses the whole
index set Γ instead of γi to conduct the least square operation.
By referring to [37] and using the same calculation method
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above, we can easily get the computational complexity of the
naive implementation of OMP in the i-th iteration as follows:
CCOMP = O
(
ML + Mi + Mi2 + i3
)
(30)
Let’s assume the algorithm converge in K iterations. In the K-
th iteration, the matrix used to calculate the projection operator
will be M×K . After K iterations, the total complexity of OMP



































In CoSaMP algorithm, a new strategy of selecting indices
of signal estimation is proposed, which will contribute to
a stable reconstruction. In each iteration, 2K indices are
selected to join the previous K indices, which makes the
dimension of extracted matrix expand to M × 3K . Then, only
K best approximations are reserved. However, this also brings
about extra computational issues regarding to the formation of
signal residual and subspace projection when operating signal
estimation. What’s more, CoSaMP also suffers from the prior
knowledge of the signal sparsity level. Thus, according to
[22], [36], the computational complexity of CoSaMP for any
iteration can be shown to be:
CCCoSaMP = O
(
ML + M(3K)2 + (3K)3 + M · 3K
)
(32)








MLK + 9MK3 + 3MK2 + 27K4
)
(33)
As the main parameters meet the following inequality K <
M  L, combined with the analysis above, we can easily get
that:
CCICF−total < CCOMP−total < CCCoSaMP−total (34)
By exploiting filtering in compressive domain, the proposed
method achieves lower computational complexity than the
normal compressive spectrum sensing schemes, which could
result in a significant advantage of energy saving. That is of
vital importance for UAV networks, since current commercial
UAVs could only endure a short duration of airborne operation
due to its volume size and energy limitation.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
The performance of the proposed method is evaluated
with exhaustive numerical experiments. To demonstrate the
effectiveness and efficiency improvement of ICF in spectrum
detection, we carried out 500 trials based on AnalogSimulation
package [10] to simulate the CR wideband receiver of UAV
network.
Here, we applied a multi-band signal model in the following





EiBsinc(B (t − αi)) cos (2pi fi (t − αi)) (35)
where sinc(x) = sin (pix)/(pix). Ei is the energy coefficient
received from i-th PU , αi is the time offset. Both values of
Ei and αi are randomly generated from uniform distributions.
Ei ∼ U (0, 100) and αi ∼ U (0,Td), where Td is the duration of
signal. In the simulations, Td was set to 1us.
Thus, we have the noised transmission signal as follows:
x(t) = s (t) + n (t) (36)
n(t) is additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) process. Its l2-
norm is written as  = ‖n (t) ‖2. The signal to noise ratio (SNR)
is defined as SNR = 10 log10 ‖s(t)‖22 /‖n(t)‖22. Within each
trial, the signal is independently generated. Given the SNR
value, the energy of n(t) can be easily calculated. x(t) consists
of N bands. The maximum width of each band is B = 50MHz.
The carriers fi are randomly set with uniform distribution
U(B, fNYQ/2 − B), where fNYQ = 10GHz. The number of
sampling channels M ranges from 10 to 100, to verify the
detection probability of ICF when fewer measurements are
given. The observed wideband is divided into L subchannels,
where L = 195. The cutoff frequency of low pass filter is set
equal to B/2 = 25MHz.





N from 2 to 50
B 50MHz
L 195
M from 10 to 100
SNR from −30dB to 30dB
The band number of PUs N ranges from 2 to 50. When
N = 50, the sparsity level 50 ≤ K ≤ 100, which indicates
a maximum 50% occupancy of the entire wideband. This
number exceeds the occupancy ratio summarized in [27].
A spectral diagram of the wideband signal with 50 bands
is illustrated in Fig. 8. As we can see, the occupancy is
set much denser to reflect the possible non-strictly sparse
spectral condition in practical applications. In addition, the
target multi-band signal is composed of both strong and weak
signals.
To provide with fair performance comparison between the
tested methods, we modified the OMP-based spectrum sens-
ing method and CoSaMP-based spectrum sensing method to
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Fig. 8. The spectrum of the signal with 25 PUs (N = 50) and SNR = 10dB.
output only the subchannel indices without the final full-
scale reconstruction process. All the detection probability is
evaluated based on the indices of recognized subchannels.
In addition, an identical terminating criterion is used for all
tested methods, which is ‖ ®yi ‖2 ≤  . ®yi is the residual (new
measurement for ICF) after i-th iteration.
A. Performance under non-strictly sparse conditions
In this experiment, we aim to examine the performance of
the proposed method when the spectral occupancy changes
from a low level to a high level. We set the number of sampling
channels as M = 100.


































































Fig. 9. Successful detection probability of different methods under different
spectrum occupancy settings. (a) SNR = 0dB; (b) SNR = 10dB; (c)
SNR = 20dB.
The result of the first set of experiments is presented in
Fig. 9. The ICF method and the normal compressive spectrum
sensing methods have close performance when only a few PUs
appeared in the spectrum. However, given a better SNR setting
as shown in Fig.9(b) and Fig. 9(c), when the PU’s number
increases, the performance of three methods declines in dif-
ferent rate. The increase of spectrum occupancy challenges the
sparsity feature of the spectrum. The independency among the
columns of ΦΓ might be challenged. If the projection operation
is still conducted based on the subspace of ΦΓ, the components
of remaining PUs in the compressive measurement might
be eliminated in an unexpected way. It can be seen that
conventional compressive spectrum sensing methods fail to
recognize PUs’ presence when N exceeds 26, even when
the SNR is set at a high level in Fig.9(c) (SNR = 10dB).
Although we eliminated the full-scale reconstruction from
the conventional compressive spectrum sensing methods, the
partial reconstruction in the intermediate process were not able
to be avoided. When the spectrum occupancy increases, OMP
and CoSaMP based methods require more measurements to
reach a considerable reconstruction performance and detection
probability. Therefore, given a fixed number of measurements
(M = 100), the normal methods based on reconstruction
scheme fail to handle non-strictly sparse situations.
On the other hand, the detection probability of proposed
ICF method declines slower. It keeps 40% successful detection
probability when N = 26 as illustrated in Fig.9(c). This
corresponds to the statement that ICF is potential to identify
more signals given a fixed number of measurements. The
empirical results indicates that ICF is more effective when
dealing with the non-strictly sparse conditions.
B. Performance affected by noise
Due to the variety of application scenarios, UAV network
has to deal with practical noise issues, and maintain an ac-
ceptable performance responding to different requirements of
various services. In this experiment, we carried out simulations
to compare various methods under different SNR settings. The
SNR was set from -30dB to 30dB. The number of sampling
channels M was 100.
In the case when only a small number of PUs presents as
shown in Fig.10(a), all three methods have close performance.
In Fig.10(b) and 10(c), when SNR reaches down to an ex-
tremely low level, all the test methods fail to be functioning
properly. However, as the SNR condition turns better, the
detection probability of ICF rises faster than the other two
methods. When conducting the CS-based sampling, the signal
and noise in the subchannels are all aliased into the baseband
due to the noise folding effect [38]. The reconstruction suffers
a lot from the noise folding problem. Therefore, it can be seen
that as the SNR varies, the conventional compressive spectrum
sensing methods fail to conduct a proper spectrum sensing in
Fig.10(c). And both of OMP and CoSaMP recognize the PUs
with low detection probability of 20%. On the other hand, ICF
operates projection in compressive domain, and only aims to
recognize the location of PUs. It keeps a detection probability
of 40% in Fig. 10(b) and 30% in Fig.10(c). This corresponds to
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Fig. 10. Successful detection probability of different methods with various
SNR settings. The number of bands in different panel are (a) N = 6; (b)
N = 26; (c) N = 46.
the AGC effect mentioned before. ICF continuously eliminates
the PUs’ components in the declining order of energy magni-
tude. The users with stronger transmission power are filtered
out in the first place, which makes the detection more sensitive
to small signal components under a complex setting of SNR.
Thus, even when the spectrum density reaches high level and
SNR varies in a wide range, ICF is capable of detecting the
active PUs with a considerable probability. This ensures that
the UAV network could be more sensitive to weak signals,
and thus prevent interference problem to other users due to
the malfunction of spectrum sensing.
C. Effect of the number of compressive measurements
The commercial UAV devices are in small scale. It is not
possible to deploy too many hardwares and large battery on
the device. In our case, we need to use a limited number
of sampling channels to support the spectrum sensing task.
So examining the effect of the number of compressive mea-
surements on the detection probability is of vital importance.
As proved in Section IV, the requirement on the number
of compressive measurements can be released. As shown
in Fig. 11, given a number of PUs (N = 26) transmitting
simultaneously in the spectrum, the detection probabilities of
three methods rise as more sampling channels are used. And






















Fig. 11. Effect of the number of compressive sampling channels, N = 26,
SNR = 10dB.
the performance of ICF rises faster than that of the other two
methods. For the conventional compressive spectrum sensing
methods, even more compressive measurements are used, the
probabilities are still below 30%. On the contrary, the proposed
method can reach 40% detection probability when only 70
sampling channels are given. If we make a tradeoff between
the sampling rate and the number of sampling channels [39]
to modify the wideband receiver, the number of hardware
channels can be further reduced. Therefore, it is possible for
ICF to fulfill the spectrum sensing task with less compressive
measurements, which makes ICF more applicable from the
hardware implementation and energy saving aspect of UAV
networks.
D. Time consumption
One of the main features of UAV is its high mobility and
energy limitation. It is essential to locate the proper spectrum
for transmission in a real-time manner. The computational
complexity is evaluated with the time consumed by a com-
pleted detection of each method. We implemented two sets
of experiments to examine the effects of spectrum occupancy
and SNR on the time costs respectively. Only the runtime of
successful detections was taken into account. We continuously
run the simulation until we can pick 100 trials, since it’s hard
for the conventional compressive spectrum sensing methods to
successfully detect all the PUs when the occupancy becomes
too high.
Fig. 12(a) shows the running time of three methods, when
the multi-band signal x(t) was added with white noise of
various SNR levels. We set N = 26. The time consumption
of each method remains on a stable level as SNR changes.
Because SNR could only affect the detection probability, but
not the number of iterations that the algorithms may need to
find all the PUs. Benefitting from CSP and corresponding to
the complexity analysis, ICF retains a stable and low cost of
time.
In Fig. 12(b), the SNR value is set to 10dB. The result
presents the time cost affected by spectrum occupancy. As
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Fig. 12. Time cost under different settings of spectrum occupancy and SNR.
(a) Band number N = 26, (b) SNR = 10dB
mentioned above, the number of required iterations is de-
pendent on the spectrum occupancy. More iterations need
to be run when the PU’s number increases. As we can see
from (29),(31) and (33), the complexity for sensing the whole
spectrum (CCICF−total , CCOMP−total , CCCoSaMP−total) has
strong dependence with the spectrum occupancy. All the
methods will take more time to detect all the PUs. The
inclining trend of three curves in the Fig. 12(b) indicates the
same result. The time cost of ICF is lower than that of the
other two methods. ICF and OMP detects only one PU in
each iteration. Even both of ICF and OMP might be taking
more than K/2 iterations to recognize all the PUs (due to the
conjugate symmetry of X ( f )), the residuals are updated in
different manners. ICF builds the projection operator based
on a single subchannel index in each iteration, and generates
new measurements directly in compressive domain. It causes
less computational complexity. On the contrary, OMP and
CoSaMP have to run partial reconstruction every time. What’s
more, the index set used by OMP to build the projection
operator expands in each loop, which will also consume more
time. This is consistent with the computational complexity
analysis in section IV. Therefore, we can say that ICF is more
capable of raising the efficiency of spectrum detection and
reducing computational consumption, which is important in
mobile applications.
VI. CONCLUSION
UAV communication networks are formed by multiple small
and smart UAVs, which can collaboratively complete missions
with higher reliability and efficiency and lower costs. They can
be used for many applications such as surveillance, emergency
response, Internet delivery, public safety and transportation.
However, the potentially dense deployment of UAV networks
and bandwidth-hungry UAV applications will inevitably ex-
acerbate the challenging communication problem of UAV
networks. In this paper we investigated the application of
cognitive radio technology for UAV communication networks,
aiming to mitigate UAV network communication problems
with high capacity and fast opportunistic spectrum access. The
research problem of CS for CRs in ultra wideband spectrum
was formulated. A novel CSP-based algorithm was proposed
for CR spectrum sensing, which can efficiently detect PUs and
spectrum holes for UAV communications with ICF. Different
from the conventional compressive spectrum sensing scheme,
the proposed method has a simplified workflow. Given a
fixed number of compressive measurements, the proposed
approach could identify a larger number of PUs with higher
probability than the existing compressive spectrum sensing
schemes. We analyzed the computational complexity of the
proposed algorithm and its theoretic performance guarantee.
Experiments were conducted to assess the effectiveness of
the proposed algorithm for UAV communication networks.
Experiment results showed an increased spectrum sensing
efficiency of the ICF algorithm over existing compressive
spectrum sensing algorithms and a reduced computational
complexity for UAV networks.
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